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13.
SEX AND SIN

THE MAGIC OF RED SHOES1

hilary davidson  

The enduring potency of red shoes, both as real items of footwear and as sym-

bol and cultural force, has fascinated people of different cultures in very diverse

ways. The “power” of red shoes is not recent. The prestige of red heels in seven-

teenth- and eighteenth-century European courts is well known. Subsequently, red

shoes have taken on other charges. This chapter will focus on Hans Christian

Andersen’s fairy tale, The Red Shoes (1845).2 This literary work created symbolic

associations which have become part of everyday cultural “usage” today. The

power of Andersen’s fairy tale lies in its capacity to “dematerialize” red shoes by

replacing their physicality with a symbolic meaning (Figure 13.1). This infusion

of meaning into an object is a significant example of how dress and shoes are far

from trivial and trivializing affairs. It established a template for the way in which

red shoes were appreciated and comprehended in the twentieth century, especial-

ly by women.



The understanding of red shoes proposed by Andersen was not just the result of a literary
imagination. The writer was informed by precise ideas and concepts related to red footwear that
had been developed in the period before he wrote his story. The peculiar psychological intensity
of red shoes must also be further examined by considering Andersen’s life and personality. The
Danish author’s neurotic self-obsession remained a constant feature of his literary production.
Many of the features included in The Red Shoes have a psychological endurance in contemporary
culture. Andersen’s concepts of sexuality,3 mobility, magic, and gender are here traced through
time by considering red shoes from the mid-nineteenth century, the time he wrote his famous
tale, to the present day. Are “red shoes” simply red-colored footwear? Is the symbolic potential
necessarily “readable” from the physicality of red shoes, or is it in the context of wearing that
interpretive meanings are generated? Rarely worn by men today, why do red shoes continue to
carry so much charge, especially for contemporary women, from novelists to consumers?

THE SYMBOLISM OF RED SHOES 

Red shoes synthesize multiple and ambiguous cultural codes. The meanings and conflicts around
the combination of a color and footwear are highly charged as a cultural marker. The color red
represents life and fertility in European and Asian traditions, but it also has associations with dan-
ger, war and death. Red is the color of the extremes of humanity, strong emotions, magic and reli-
gious experiences. Anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss notes how in these “diametrically oppo-
site” states, the color assumes a unique ambivalence, as it can be regarded as either positive or neg-
ative.4 The highest ranks of the Catholic Church wear red vestments, but it is also the color of
red-light districts, scarlet women and the Devil. The ambivalence between love and war, magic
and religion, nobility and vulgarity, creates fundamental tensions in the use of this color. 

This chapter also associates red with the concept of passion, a cultural sentiment character-
ized by erotic desire as well as obsessive urges, spiritual exaltation and suffering. A “red shoe” con-
joins a highly charged color and a form that is also not entirely “innocent.” As Julia Pine explores
in her chapter in this volume, the very form of shoes presents associations around the body, iden-
tity and sexuality. Shoes retain the imprint of the wearer’s foot, and their hollow shape can indi-
cate a vessel for identity, a substitute for the self. This intimacy of body and spirit has caused
many superstitious traditions to develop around footwear. Numerous chapters in this volume,
including those by Tunde Akinwumi, Sue Blundell and Martha Chaiklin, explore this dimension.
In both Eastern and Western cultures, shoes are both “crude” markers and more nuanced indica-
tors of female genitalia, in contrast with the phallic foot. 

By combining two potent and ambiguous elements, red shoes assume complex symbolic
power. Historically, red shoes conveyed authority, wealth and power, linked to the status-enhanc-
ing cost of red dyes such as madder, kermes, cochineal and lac.5 Red shoes were the prerogative
first of Roman senators, and later solely of the emperor. Popes have worn red since the thirteenth
century, while both Edward IV and Henry VIII were buried in red shoes as emblems of their
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monarchical power. In the seventeenth century, Louis XIV wore red heels on his shoes as a sym-
bol of the divine right of the king. As argued by Elizabeth Semmelhack in this volume, this style
filtered down, through imitation, to the aristocracy of both sexes and by the eighteenth century
it had become a sign of aspirational fashionability. The cost and quality of shoes made of fine,
red morocco leather meant that they were status symbols. By the late eighteenth century, roman-
tic Orientalism transmuted this material into Turkish-style slippers, favored as informal wear for
gentlemen of means into the twentieth century. 

DEVELOPING THEMES: RED, SHOES AND SIN 

Hans Christian Andersen was the first author to make use of red-colored shoes as a literary device,
but it should be acknowledged that Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm had used the concept in a slight-
ly different manner within their collection of stories (1812–15), published during Andersen’s
childhood. Their version of Snow White ends with the wicked stepmother dancing in red-hot
iron shoes. In his youth, Andersen may have absorbed elements of a Danish oral tradition from
his grandmother; shoes feature in much folkloric literature. De Rode Skoe (The Red Shoes) was
published in Denmark in 1845, within the third and final part of Andersen’s book Nye Eventyr
(New Tales). It recounts the story of a poor but pretty girl named Karen, who receives a pair of
red shoes on the day of her mother’s burial (Figure 13.2). An old lady passing the funeral in her
carriage feels sorry for the bereaved girl and adopts her, educating and providing for her, and also
burning her clumsy red shoes. The guardian then allows Karen a pair of shining red shoes for her
confirmation, as she cannot see their color due to poor eyesight – introducing the notion of
deception in a garment. At the service, Karen “thought of nothing except her red shoes”6 and she
chooses to wear them to church the following Sunday. Meeting an old soldier outside, who calls
them “pretty little dancing shoes,” Karen starts dancing, and cannot stop until she removes the
shoes. 

The image is that of an orgasmic experience. Later, Karen wears them to a ball instead of
nursing her elderly charge, and the shoes make her dance out of the safety of town and into the
forest. She cannot stop dancing, for the shoes are stuck to her feet. In the churchyard, Karen
meets an angel who curses her; she will dance forever as punishment “until the skin … clings to
your bones as if you were a skeleton.” Karen dances night and day until the executioner merci-
fully cuts off her feet, and the shoes dance away with them. On wooden feet she goes to church,
where the shoes appear in front of the door to bar her way. Karen then works at the parsonage
until her prayers are truly repentant. The angel returns in benediction and her soul flies to heaven
on a sunbeam.

The rather gruesome story alters in translations. The version cited here relies on two trans-
lations by Danes: Hersholt (1949) and Haugaard (1993). Earlier translations sanitized the tale,

FIGURE 13.1 (FACING PAGE): RED SATIN SHOES WITH STILETTO HEEL AND POINTED TOE, PRODUCED BY SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, FLORENCE, 1960.
BATA SHOE MUSEUM, TORONTO, S81.38.AB. REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF BATA SHOE MUSEUM.
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one interpreter suggesting that Andersen could not have possibly meant the conclusion. The tale’s
disturbing tenor must also relate to the writer’s life. Hans Christian Andersen was a self-pro-
claimed narcissist, childishly obsessed with himself and how others viewed him, with a “desper-
ate craving for affection and praise.”7 Stories such as The Ugly Duckling and The Steadfast Tin
Soldier are in part expressions of the author’s sense of social isolation. Such was his egotism that
it is reasonable to believe that his characters work through his emotional state. The Red Shoes is
more than a famous national fairy tale, but a highly charged autobiographical work. 

One autobiographical link to the structure of The Red Shoes is Karen’s preoccupation with
her shoes during her confirmation. Andersen received his first pair of boots for his own confir-
mation in 1819, and was so concerned with their shine and creak that he could not keep his mind
on the service.8 All aspects of Andersen’s life reveal how the famous red shoes form a vehicle for
personal concerns. Elias Bredsdorff underlines that the writer was a man of “deep and apparent-
ly irreconcilable contrasts” whose writings are profoundly concerned with dualism.9 Rather like
the mixed meanings of redness, Andersen was characterized by his friends as a troubling and com-
plex mix of vanity and humility, self-confidence and insecurity, gratitude and bitterness, nervous-
ness and intrepid feelings. 

Significantly, Andersen was born the only son of an Odense shoemaker in 1805, and like
Karen, he grew up in poor circumstances. The family’s one-roomed cottage served as home and
workshop. Although many of Andersen’s tales feature inanimate objects as protagonists, such as
a darning needle or a top, his acquaintance with the materiality of shoes was direct and intimate;
it had formed an integral part of his childhood. Their appearance in his tale indicates a personal
relationship between the shoe’s nature, the material memories of Andersen’s childhood, and the
economic and cultural circumstances that this object – the shoe – suggested to him. To him,
shoes are not glorious or beautiful, as so many chapters in this anthology attest, but rather sinis-
ter and mesmerizing. Wullschlager, a recent Andersen biographer, notes that other Andersen tales
connect the feet and the human soul: The Little Mermaid (1836); The Girl Who Trod on a Loaf
(1859).10 In all cases, Andersen’s use of the shoe connects sexuality, magic and gender in a nega-
tive construction. 

ANDERSEN AND FEMININITY

Andersen’s mother was a kind, loving, but uneducated woman who grew up in extreme poverty.
She was simplistically pious and superstitious and raised her son in fear of the dark and of church-
yards.11 Karen’s encounter with the angel in a graveyard at night conveys a particularly horrify-
ing moment in Andersen’s mind. His maternally fostered religious faith was based on a firm belief
in divine providence. In contrast, the writer’s father was a critical believer who questioned dog-
matic tenets, rejected much of institutional Christianity, and encouraged young Hans Christian
to do likewise. These domestic spiritual conflicts appear in The Red Shoes through tensions
between magic and religion. When the old soldier appears the first time, his red beard suggesting



infernal connections, he taps the shoes on the sole and tells them to “stay on [her] feet for the
dance.” On the second occasion, he repeats his charm-phrase “What beautiful shoes for dancing,”
causing the shoes to become mobile. When the girl disobeys again, and her red shoes dance her
“out through the city gates and into the dark forest,” the soldier repeats the phrase a third time,
the number known to activate enchantment; Karen is condemned to the dance forever. When the
shoes revisit Karen in order to bar her entrance to church, she identifies them as reminders of her
“sins,” pride and disobedience. Her final redemption is gained through “God’s own mercy” and
in heaven “no one asked her about the red shoes.”12 Andersen sets up the paradigm of red shoes
as magical, but from a destructive, pagan magic that underlines the wearer’s sinful state. 

Andersen’s other significant use of red shoes is in The Snow Queen, written and published
only four months before The Red Shoes in December 1844, and shows how the motif had been
developing. When little Gerda is looking for her playmate Kay, taken by the Snow Queen, she
offers the river her new red shoes. They float back to shore, so she stands in a boat to throw the
shoes further out. The boat drifts, the shoes follow, and her adventures begin. When the children
eventually return, they are grown, and in love. Like The Red Shoes, footwear marks a transforma-
tive journey, but because Gerda sacrifices her shoes “that were her dearest possession”13 she is
rewarded, unlike Karen. Simply put, while Gerda is a “good” girl, Karen is a “bad” one, and their
attitude toward their shoes determines the outcome. This association has proved to be an endur-
ing cultural idea, with red shoes denoting women who transgress against acceptable feminine
norms. In the twentieth century the transgression is frequently sexual, a modern theme that still
reflects one of the author’s inner divides.

FROM SIN TO SEX: THE COLOR OF EROTICISM 

Speculation on the nature of Hans Christian Andersen’s sexuality began at the beginning of the
twentieth century.14 He loved and desired women, and had intimate, loving friendships with
men, but apparently never consummated a physical relationship with either sex. His diaries reveal
an underlying fear of sex, both the act itself and its possible consequences, made more complex
by the fact that his maternal aunt ran a brothel. It is therefore not surprising to find that a divid-
ed sense of eroticism is present at all times throughout The Red Shoes. The mirror tells the pubes-
cent Karen: “You are more than pretty, you are beautiful.”15 This is both a marker of vanity but
also of the girl’s consciousness of her desirability. Her choice of red shoes, the color of passion, as
shoes for the physical pleasure of dance, suggests that Karen’s later punishments are as much for
“normal sensuality” as willful disobedience.16 Gerri Reaves considers the executioner’s act of cut-
ting off the red shoes as a castration that “desexualizes” Karen.17 Her wearing of the shoes is a
form of overt sexuality. The wild physical movement of her enchanted dancing is a form of unin-
hibited bodily expression inappropriate for a respectable girl. 

The parable of succumbing to desire corresponds with Andersen’s experience of his moth-
er’s own youthful lapse. Her first child was an illegitimate girl six years older than Hans Christian,
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named Karen-Marie. Raised by her maternal grandmother, she haunted Andersen as “an emblem
of degradation, ignorance and poverty,” the product of sin who herself may have become a pros-
titute.18 As he became successful, Andersen’s fears that this half-sister would emerge to shame him
increased. She visited him in Copenhagen in 1842, three years before publication of The Red
Shoes. After receiving her letter announcing her arrival, Andersen’s diary records: “A terrible night,
sensuous thoughts and despair mockingly filled my mind.”19 His story reflects exactly these
divided reactions, suggesting it functions in part as a literary exorcism of his internal turmoil. The
choice of the same name cannot be coincidence from a writer acutely conscious of his psychic
landscape. Both the story-Karen’s self-destructive actions and the shadow of sister-Karen’s poten-
tial taint serve to underline his crafting of a negative association between uncontrolled female sen-
suality and red shoes. 

The low status of Andersen’s family background was something he perpetually tried to
rewrite. He courted patronage, as Karen did with her wealthy guardian, seeking recognition from
the cream of Danish society. Andersen’s disastrous youthful attempts to become a professional
stage performer and his subsequent social climbing suggest further nuance for his tale. Karen
takes a journey of transformation effected by her footwear, from “thick wooden shoes that chafed
her ankles until they were red” – like those Andersen wore in his youth – back to a pair of hum-
ble and numb wooden feet, a warning against hubris.20 It is an expression of the author’s fear that
he, too, could fall from fame to obscurity at any time. 

Celebrated throughout Europe at the time, and in receipt of a royal pension, Andersen con-
tinued to be plagued with chronic insecurity. In the story Karen sees the princess of the land wear-
ing neither train nor gown but “splendid red morocco shoes”21 as the visible sign of royalty. When
buying her confirmation shoes, Karen chooses “a pair of red leather ones like those the princess
wore,” which had been made for a count’s daughter but did not fit. Karen literally steps above
her station into aristocratic shoes inappropriate even for her guardian’s status. The retributive
dance occurs in this pair of red shoes, suggesting anxiety for Andersen that some later event
would likewise strike him for rising from social oblivion to a position within a court. Andersen
endowed his red shoes with the physical mobility of dance and the tense climb of social aspira-
tion. The shoes themselves are agents; markers of bodily change and sensual awareness, motors
of social ascendancy, and finally chains of punishment. 

SYMBOLIC LEGACIES: RED SHOES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

Republished in 1849 and 1863 in Denmark, Andersen’s stories were considered suitable for both
adults and children. The bowdlerized versions disseminated to other languages, especially
English, devalued their nuance and relegated them to the nursery. During Andersen’s lifetime,
The Red Shoes did not achieve international fame. Some of the psychosexual suggestion of the tale
was easily overlooked, as red shoes were still common wear for upper-class children and as infor-
mal dress. More palatable tales without such harsh moral warnings as the finale were preferred.



Andersen’s red shoes as open-ended symbol subsequently took an even more unpredictable path.
The influence of the theme “red shoes” has an afterlife apart from the obvious literary allusion.
The development of psychological analysis in late nineteenth-century fin de siècle culture swiftly
encouraged new psychosexual readings of the shoes.

Changes in the production of shoes also led to new interpretations of “red shoes” (Figure
13.3). Synthetic aniline red dyes appeared in 1868, and their price fell substantially between 1880
and 1910. An increase in the availability of red footwear for the public followed, dispersing what
had once been seen as a rare and expensive artifact. Other meanings for red shoes emerged,
dependent upon context. Therefore in Proust’s novel The Guermantes Way (1922), set at the very
end of the nineteenth century, the Duc de Guermantes admonishes his wife with: “You’ve kept
on your black shoes! With a red dress! Go upstairs quick and put on red shoes.”22 The scene
hinges on the characters of the couple revealed by this potential faux pas. Their friend Swann is
present; he has come to tell them he is dying, yet their priorities are for social appearance.

These Proustian shoes echo Andersen’s former themes of selfishness and the anxiety of social
conformity. There were other more detailed cultural expressions that directly utilized the Danish
work to develop the theme of frenzied movement. In 1899, in London, the Alhambra Theatre
presented The Red Shoes, a “Grand Spectacular Ballet in Four Tableaux and Five Scenes” based on
“Hans Andersen’s Pretty Story.”23 The story was moved to Russia, where village girl Darinka suc-
cumbs to the Spirit of Temptation and steals “pretty scarlet shoes” from the church. What is sig-
nificant about this early reinterpretation is that it foregrounds the element of dance, connecting
all parts of the story through that medium. 

The connection between red shoes and dance was thus established quite early. Brightly col-
ored shoes were popular in the dance-crazed 1920s and 1930s, but the cultural expression with
the most impact is undoubtedly the 1948 film The Red Shoes, starring Moira Shearer. The char-
acter she plays is “Vicky,” a rising star in the Ballet Lermontov, whose signature role is that of
Karen, in a ballet based upon Andersen’s tale. In this reworked version, Karen sees the red shoes
in a shoemaker’s window; a vision tempts her to try them on. They magically jump onto her feet
and do themselves up. She wears the red shoes to a carnival, and then is forced to dance to a shad-
ow world. The now demonic shoemaker reappears as the dream world turns darker and the danc-
ing becomes more frenetic. After dancing in a ragged state at the town ball, she asks a priest for
mercy. He refuses, but after a hellish dance with the shoemaker, Karen manages to remove the
shoes and dies in the priest’s arms. The shoes, ominously, return to the shoemaker’s window in a
pristine state. These shoes are sinister.

Within this balletic storyline, Vicky is forced to choose between becoming a great dancer,
or remaining with her husband. The red shoes are representative of two supposedly irreconcilable
obsessive passions: love and art. The film deploys red ballet shoes throughout to emphasize the
iconic symbol that set the central theme. The Boot and Shoe Collection at Northampton Art
Gallery holds an unworn pair of red ballet shoes made for the film by Freed of London, suppli-



FIGURE 13.2:  RED SILK SHOES WITH POINTED TOE, C. 1822-31, PRODUCED BY CHARLES SKINNER OF LONDON. THE RIBBONS HELD THE FRAGILE SHOE ON THE FOOT,
PERHAPS MAKING THEM SUITABLE FOR DANCING. MODERN BALLET SLIPPERS ECHO THE PRACTICAL DETAIL. BATA SHOE MUSEUM, TORONTO, P85.104.AB.
REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF BATA SHOE MUSEUM.



ers to the Royal Ballet (Figure 13.4). Unremarkable in themselves, we can now view these slip-
pers as indicators of how the red shoe now far exceeds functions of status or feelings of delirium.
The discrepancy between the multiple pairs that had to be made for filming and the single exam-
ple focused on in the screen vision underlines how a mundane leather and satin object has
become a highly charged artifact. The red shoe now had a significance far beyond a blocked bal-
lerina slipper and its historical evolution as a high-status leather color.

The 1993 Kate Bush album, The Red Shoes, took up aspects of Andersen’s cultural legacy
and explored their meaning acoustically and in terms of a type of New Romantic videoscape
(Figure 13.5). Bush drew ideas from the film, rather than directly from Andersen, and stresses the
cinematic charge to her audience by including red satin ballet slippers en pointe on the album
cover. In a deft reading, Erin Mackie notes that these resemble “bloody stumps,” and that dancers
increase their bird-like mobility after this visual “amputation” of the foot.24 Within the lyrics,
Bush uses the red shoe motif to trace a journey through feminine emotional experience, losing
and regaining love, passion and a sense of self. The accompanying film The Line, the Cross and
the Curve clarifies this interpretation. Issues of individual women’s agency or movement through
a lifecycle match the theme of the physical journey and mobility of red shoes in Andersen’s orig-
inal model.

MAGIC SLIPPERS AND WAYWARD FEET 

Even more famous than balletic red shoes are the iconic pair that featured as Dorothy’s ruby slip-
pers in The Wizard of Oz (1939). Once again, to secure filmic continuity many pairs were made,
of which five are known to survive. They now command astonishing prices at auction:
US$666,000 in a sale in 2000.25 Film buffs know that these slippers were not originally red. The
studio changed the shoe color from silver to ruby in order to exploit the new, expensive medium
of Technicolor. Although a connection to the Andersen fairy tale is not proven, surely it relates,
as The Wizard of Oz makes striking parallels. A young, insecure and yearning Dorothy, so ably
played by Judy Garland, is whisked away from an isolated home via the magic red shoes that she
cannot remove from her feet. Helped by a higher power (the Good Witch of the North) to return
home, Dorothy helps others on her way – her famous composite companions the Scarecrow, Tin
Man and Cowardly Lion, each of whom represents a flawed (because incomplete) emotional and
ethical state. Unlike Karen, Dorothy famously remarks that “There’s no place like home,”
embracing rather than rejecting her upbringing in the heartland of the United States. As a hero-
ine, she is more Gerda than Karen.

Red shoes have become such a tenacious and malleable symbol that they are put to many
uses. Numerous recent examples link red shoes with dance and freedom, from avant-garde to
queer. Shoemaker Manolo Blahník designed a pair of red satin shoes in 1986 entitled “Martha,”
evoking twentieth-century expressive dance pioneer Martha Graham. His sketch for these low
pumps includes the crossed ribbons typical of ballet slippers, unfurling like a force unto them-
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FIGURE 13.3 (FACING PAGE):  WOMEN'S SHOES IN SINUOUS FIN-DE-SIÈCLE CURVES MAKE A VISUAL IMPACT THROUGH THE BOLDNESS OF THE ANILINE COLOR, A RICHNESS HIGH-
LIGHTED BY THE JET BEAD EMBELLISHMENT. COURTESY OF BATH AND NORTH-EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL, MUSEUM OF COSTUME, BATMC I.10.158+A.

FIGURE 13.4 (ABOVE): THE ALCHEMY OF CINEMA TRANSLATED THE PRACTICAL NATURE OF MOIRA SHEARER'S RED SATIN BALLET SHOES (VISIBLE IN THE TOE BLOCKING AND

PLAIN INNER CONSTRUCTION) INTO AN ICON. PRODUCED BY FREED OF LONDON. NORTHAMPTON MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERY, BOOT AND SHOE COLLECTION, 1996.24.
REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF NORTHAMPTON MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERY. 
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selves. As a tale featuring the shoe and the dance, The Red Shoes provides a continuing basis for
choreographers to explore this theme. In the last twenty years, at least four ballet or modern
dance productions have adopted the theme of red shoes. Italian group Lenz Rifrazioni created the
most recent, Scarpette Rosse, in 2005 to honor of the 200th anniversary of Andersen’s birth. 

The meaning of red shoes is now extended well beyond a Freudian framework of parental
obsessions and sexual uneasiness. The very success of red shoes in popular culture has produced
meanings that are not only more positive in nature, but also more widely embedded in interna-
tional cultural symbolism. The website <www.redshoes.com> is the virtual shopfront of a US
dance footwear store, while red ballet slippers remain a “very popular choice for dance aficiona-
dos.”26 A recent novel for young adults, Dancing in Red Shoes Will Kill You (2005), offers an
explicit reminder that Andersen’s darker perspectives also remain potent. Contemporary fashion
design also plays with the charge of red shoes. In 2004 Dutch fashion designers Viktor & Rolf
sent models down the catwalk wearing high, curvy red shoes, whatever the color of the outfit.
Here the shoes were positive coded marks of female agency; the pair design strong but feminine
clothes, and cite intelligent, iconoclastic women, such as the actress Tilda Swinton, as muses. The
Australian designer Akira Isogawa has used red socks for a runway parade: here they can evoke
the joy of red shoes, the use of colored socks in Japanese footwear, and also indicate that shoes
are an expense that an emerging designer needs to avoid.

The benevolent use of the ruby slippers in The Wizard of Oz model, as well as the camp
charge of the whole film and its iconic actress figure Garland, now permit them to suggest mean-
ings that are not dark in the Andersen mold, but rather uplifting. They appear in forms as diverse
as a lipstick name, an artisan chocolatier, an online feminist magazine, a car license plate, a lunch-
box, and jewelry. In contemporary culture, any pair of red shoes that sparkles with sequins, glit-
ter, or rhinestones now connects to the Garland ruby slippers (Figure 13.6). Ironically, they now
represent Andersen’s model of escape and emotional frenzy, as post-liberation society has made
these values positive, not socially bankrupt. It is for this reason that the ruby slipper features so
often in gay and queer imagery. Giant ruby slippers held on masts, a part of an “Imelda Marcos”
fan club, have been the lead float of the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras parade. As a gay
icon, they appear in advertisements for London’s 2004 Pride Festival after-show party at the
nightclub, Ruby; “Ruby” is the name of contemporary Sydney’s most popular trance DJ. 

Red shoes are not just important for the queer screen. Andersen’s red shoes became a sym-
bol for women who deviated from conventional social behavior. In the twentieth century, red
shoes became naturally associated with wayward women who exhibited overt sexuality. The red
shoes that sex symbols Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell wear in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1953)
for their famous dance number are elegant and glamorous, but the pair are calculating gold dig-
gers (Figure 13.7). Monroe had in her personal wardrobe a distinctive pair of red shoes by

FIGURE 13.5 (FACING PAGE): KATE BUSH'S BALLET SLIPPERS ARE SHOWN FROZEN IN THE ACT OF DANCE, PROMINENT AGAINST AN UNREAL LAND-
SCAPE. THE LOOSE RIBBONS AND TORN STOCKING SUGGEST DISORDER AND DANGER. ALBUM COVER. KATE BUSH, THE RED SHOES, 1993. COURTESY

EMI RECORDS.







Salvatore Ferragamo made around the time of this film.27 Auctioned at Christie’s in New York in
1999, these scarlet satin stilettos, encrusted with rhinestones, had belonged to the century’s most
seductive woman, whose life can be construed as taking turns as tragic as Karen’s. The director of
a modern ballet version of The Red Shoes now even calls the theme “The Marilyn Monroe
story.”28 Apart from the allure of sexuality, the lyrics to many songs present other versions of
“negative” red-shoe women. Mississippi John Hurt sang of an unfaithful wife who while her “hus-
band’s goin’ away,” is “raring to go, got red shoes on [her] feet” as early as the 1920s.29 A moth-
er “long gone with her red shoes on”30 abandons her baby in a disturbing lullaby, while Tom
Waits’s heroine is running away on a dark night, wearing “red shoes by the drugstore” while await-
ing her lover.31 The red shoes are evidence of the women’s sexual motives and urge to flee. 

Jungian psychologist Clarissa Pinkola Estes has presented an analysis of red shoes, which is
negative, within her best seller Women Who Run With the Wolves (1993).32 Using myth, folk and
fairy tales to reclaim the principle of feminine wildness, she argues that red shoes represent a psy-
chologically devalued life, creating addictions. Estes presents a Magyar-Germanic version of an
old woman’s tale known as “The Red-Hot Shoes of the Devil” or “The Red Shoes,” and she
claims that Andersen’s version is a retelling, without citing a source. It is significant that this best-
selling book by a psychologist indicates the way that red shoes have become available to be pre-
sented as archetypes of feminine self-identity, while emptying out their historical evolution. This
trend is replicated in a self-help book by Susan Kavaler-Adler, The Creative Mystique: From Red
Shoes Frenzy to Love and Creativity (1997).33

POSITIVELY MODERN, POSITIVELY RED

Structuralist literary analysis used the fairy tale as the basis for uncovering social meaning and cul-
tural understanding by studying their reiteration and constituent parts. Positive readings of red
shoes emerged subsequent to the publication of texts such as Marie-Louise von Franz’s The
Interpretation of Fairy Tales (1970) and Bruno Bettelheim’s The Uses of Enchantment (1976).34 It
was also possible to identify the beneficial agency of sexuality, mobility and magic within female
lives. The strength of Andersen’s template is that red shoes can be accorded both positive and neg-
ative symbolism depending on cultural setting and politics. Despite the complex struggles and
readings of the femme fatale of the late nineteenth century, and the “New Woman” of the 1920s,
it was not until the liberation politics of the 1960s and 1970s that the red shoe metamorphosis
would be possible. With a corresponding increase in female-authored works, feminist rereadings
and ficto-criticism, women could write with force about what they thought of wearing red shoes.
Numerous women writers of fiction around the world contacted the editors of this anthology
with excitement when they read that “red shoes” would be included.

The will to rebadge the red shoe is indicated in the establishment, by Velva Lee Heraty, of
the international fundraising organization “The Red Shoes Club.” Heraty states that the very idea
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FIGURE 13.6 (FACING PAGE): THE RUBY SLIPPER ELEMENTS OF RED AND SPARKLE MAINTAIN THEIR POWERFUL ALLURE EVEN IN MASS-MARKET, FLAT-
HEELED SHOES. THE BALLETIC FRONT BOW LINKS THEM WITH ANDERSEN'S DANCING RED SHOES. SHELLY'S SHOES, LONDON, SUMMER 2005.
AUTHOR'S PHOTOGRAPH.
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of wearing red shoes made her want to live again after the tragic loss of her daughter. She
describes the club’s members thus: 

You love red shoes because you know that before Dorothy and beyond Marilyn red shoes

have become both a symbol and a universal icon … that echoes magic, adventure, pas-

sion, confidence and sass. Here’s to all red shoe women everywhere.35

Heraty’s reference to the impossibly good-hearted Dorothy links the ruby slippers to positive and
transformative values. 

CONCLUSION

The Red Shoes of Andersen’s original tale are complex and conflicting symbols. Apparently a moral
warning against selfishness, pride and vanity, they also engage with older meanings about class
aspiration, prestige and insecurity. Andersen’s legacy was to develop and strengthen the “power”
that red shoes already possessed from their expensive color and form, and from their sacred,
courtly and absolutist pre-nineteenth century use. To this combination, Andersen also brought
the type of writing that could only emerge in the nineteenth century of Baudelaire, Symbolists
and sexology. 

Vivid accounts of wildly passionate behavior and untrammeled female sexuality and mobil-
ity made possible by a pair of red shoes reflect some of Andersen’s own personal contradictions.
While his red shoes can be read as negative in their linking of the female with danger, magic and
conceit, Andersen created a mythology for red shoes that had much greater potential for rework-
ing. With the development of new meanings for ballet, for women’s movement and for women’s
autonomous sexual behavior, the red shoe became part of a cultural contest. In researching this
chapter, no response has been neutral. The breadth of these reactions demonstrates how the cul-
tural values of red shoes remain incredibly significant. How ironic that in the bicentenary year of
Andersen’s birth, the red shoe, perhaps more than any other shoe in this volume, has the power
to incite passionate controversy, attachment and desire.

FIGURE 13.7 (FACING PAGE): DESIGN ELEMENTS COMMON IN “FETISH” SHOES ARE ALREADY PRESENT IN MONROE'S 1950S SHOES, A HERBERT

LEVINE DESIGN OF SHINY RED LEATHER, STILETTO HEEL, SHARPLY POINTED TOES, AND BUCKLE DETAIL. BATA SHOE MUSEUM, TORONTO, P96.160.AB.
REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF BATA SHOE MUSEUM.




